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The world around was full of the most extraordinary
phenomena. Of course, his own thoughts and feelings
were vast enough to fill all his days and nights. But outside
there were things equally moving—tones, for instance.
What mysterious things they were, full of variety, of joy.
You used the same piano, the same key, the same finger,
and yet each time the tone was completely different. You
struck a note, and it came like an answer that, for all its
clearness, could mean a thousand different things. Al-
though at first it was like a bubble when it bursts, it seemed
to grow stronger for a while and gradually fade away and
become more distant. Eventually you were able to hear
the individual vibrations. The boy noticed that it was the
vibrations that mattered, and that there were within him
inner vibrations too, of pity, or joy, or impatience, though
the vibrations produced by the piano were more real. One
could drink them, as though they were drops of wine. Long
after the wine has run down the throat, the taste lingers,
titillating the awakened palate. The boy became a
fascinated listener to the tones produced by his own playing,
as though he were sitting somewhere in the room, listening
to another pianist.
He could not play the piano unless he knew exactly how
his playing affected the world outside. He could not help
drawing the world into whatever he did. He would sit
at the piano, an old but sumptuously carved instrument,
on a chair slightly too high, and would strike individual
notes or play a chord, a passage or a trill over and
over again. His long trousers with their broad black
braid suggested a schoolboy from a Russian school where
uniforms with long trousers were worn ; but the pale face
was childish, although it grew keen and intense when he
listened to the vibrations pulsating through the room.
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When, in 1872, M. Jan Paderewski brought his boy of
twelve to Warsaw to begin his musical education at the

